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‘An environmentally sustainable lifestyle’
As the Church began its annual Season of

Creation on 1 September, Pope Francis  invited

everyone to pray for “an environmentally

sustainable lifestyle”.

In The Pope's Video for the month of September,

he held up the example of young people who are

environmentally conscious.

“It makes me very happy to see that young

people have the courage to undertake projects

for environmental and social improvement,

since the two go together,” he said.

Pope Francis September
2021 prayer intention
by Victor Emoja-AOSK Communnications

POPE FRANCIS MESSAGE FOR
SEPTEMBER 2021
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Dissemination Workshop for Sisters
Transformative programme

 Research

The Conrad Hilton Foundation commissioned Strathmore

University to assess the sustainability of the sisters’

transformative programme, focusing on social

entrepreneurship, financial management, sustainability of

the projects, use of technology, asset management, leadership

and work-life balance, personal career and life planning and

the impact of COVID-19. The study was carried out in three

countries, that is, Kenya, Uganda and Zambia. 

Representatives from the institution held a workshop at the

association to discuss and disseminate findings of the study.

The function was attended by, AOSK Secretariat, Council

members and program staff. The study findings showed that

sisters’ projects were of great significance to the society, and

that the business strategy, business process and the

environment were good. However, by virtue of  nature of 

 various charisms in various congregations of religious

sisters, there was need to improve on quality, risk

management systems and business control systems of the

various projects of Catholic Sisters. The lead researchers

recommended a training programme to enhance the capacity

of project managers for the sustainability of their projects.

The session was participatory, whereby AOSK program staff

were given an opportunity to discuss in four groups on the

content, structure and approach of the Sisters

Transformative Program. The groups shared their opinions,

which would be considered in developing the programme.

AOSK-M.E.A.L OFFICE

The office has also been involved in research to

ascertain felt needs of the various target

communities prior to the inception of new project

interventions. This also helps in establishing the

baseline indicators of such projects. The latest

study that the office implemented in

collaboration with AOSK-CCCK, AOSK-JPC and

commissioned by the GHR Foundation was

carried out in Turkana, Samburu, Marsabit,

Meru and Isiolo Counties of Kenya. The study

aimed at assessing the effects of conflicts to the

placement of children in Child Care institutions.

Findings showed that although other factors

played a role, conflicts was one of the major

precipitating factors to the placement of children

in CCIs especially in the above stated ASAL

areas.

In October 2021, the AOSK-MEAL office will

continue supporting the AOSK-SLYI office in

carrying out the situational analysis of youth

socioeconomic empowerment in Sisters-Led

technical training institutions. This will be

carried out among beneficiaries of the pilot phase

of the project. There is also a scheduled AGM for

the AOSK-SLYI project, which will help assess

the success of the pilot phase of the project. 

Participants during the dissemination workshop
 for Sisters transformative programme

Participants Keenly following up the forum during the
dissemination workshop for sisters transformative

programme
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AOSK-SCORE ECD
 Graduation ceremonies 

 
In September 2021, graduation ceremonies for the

second neighbor cohort were held by 3 sisters’

congregations namely; Franciscan Sisters of St. Joseph

(Rang’ala), Franciscan Missionaries of St. Joseph

(Kisumu) and Franciscan Sisters of St. Anna (Lwak).

The mothers completed the III module curriculum

program that has been running for the past two years.

During this ceremonies, a total of 417 mothers

graduated. The graduands were called to be

ambassadors in their communities so that to

disseminate the knowledge they had acquired to the

communities around them. The mothers were also

encouraged to continue meeting and sharing the good

practices as well as using the skills they had acquired

on income-generating activities like soap making.

Neighbour women celebrating after receiving certificates
in Manyatta Kisumu County.

A neighbour woman in Rang’ala receiving her certificate
 (Franciscan Sisters of St. Joseph

Elsewhere, Sisters’ congregations who were implementing

SCORE ECD II project held close-up meetings with various

stakeholders; beneficiaries, MOH representatives, local

authority representatives, Church representatives,

community representatives Community Health Volunteers

(CHVs), Care group Volunteers (CGVs), and Master

trainers (MTs). The close-up meetings were conducted by

the sisters’ master trainers who began by highlighting the

goal, objectives, scope, target groups alongside activities.

The discussions were based on the achievements, best

practices, challenges, group sustainability, and way

forward to some problems they encountered during the

project era were shared. AOSK SCORE ECD in Partnership

with CRS are funded by Hilton foundation.

Closeup meeting at Lwak
 (Franciscan Sisters of St. Anna)
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Catholic Care for Children in Kenya
(AOSK-CCCK)

The AOSK-CCCK organized a reflective Annual General Meeting (AGM) in Nairobi from 2nd -5th

September 2021.This brought together 63 administrators and directors of Charitable Children Institutions

(CCIs)with the solitary intention ofreflecting on the AOSK-CCCK implemented activities, achievements and

lessons learned in the year 2020-2021, as well as plan effectively for activities to be undertaken in the year

2022

The participants during the meeting got the opportunity to interact with different facilitators ranging from

representative from National Council for Children Services (NCCS), Department of Children Services (DCS)

Human rights promoter from the Catholic University of Eastern Africa (CUEA) as well as Senior

Monitoring and Evaluation officer from CRS.

The National Council for Children Services representative Mr. Peter Irungu, and the representatives from

Department of Children Services Mr. Stanley Rotich and Madam Jenifer Wambui in their key note

presentation to the participants, called upon CCIs to conform within the Kenya guidelines (2015) on

alternative care for children on minimum standards of operation by CCIs as stipulated by the government of

Kenya on care and Protection of children. “Placement of children in institution of care should be the last

option, and if it’s unavoidable, the child should be placed in the CCI in the shortest period of time as long term

solutions for reintegration is planned.” Mr. Irungu added.

In her concluding remarks at the end of the AGM, AOSK-CCCK Project manager Sr. Delvin Mukhwana

(DHM) said, “Care and protection of children is very vital and AOSK-CCCK in collaboration with likeminded

stakeholder will continue to sensitize and train the administrators, directors and social workers to be effective

agents of evangelization in the Church for the care reforms of the minors.” “Therefore, let us consolidate our

collective synergies to ensure that children who are institutionalized in our various Child Care Institution are

reintegrated back to their families, communities or in alternative care.” Sr. Delvin further mentioned.

AOSK-CCCK Program anticipates that from the reflective AGM; the administrators and directors working in

Charitable Care Institution (CCIs) will continue to embrace holistic family and community based care where

children’s dignity and lives are uphold and nurtured in a family which is God’s Original Design for Child

Development and Protection. 

Pope Francis while ministering to the faithful around the globe, in Evangelii Gaudium, teaches, “Reality is

more important than the idea.” And So then the scriptural texts, which in our case can be ranked as an ‘idea’,

must be emphatically brought down to ‘Reality’, which is the Family, where God’s Original Design for Child

Development and Protection initially takes place.

NCCS officer Mr. Peter Irungu explaining the role played by the Government of Kenya
 in CCIs through NCCS

 

Family, where God’s Original Design for Child Development and Protection
 initially takes place.
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Justice &Peace Commission
AOSK-JPC

In the month of September AOSK Justice and Peace

Commission held the first Annual General Meeting for

her target groups (Sisters, Women Peacemakers and

Human Rights teachers) from Kisumu Metropolitan

(Kisumu, Kakamega, Kisii, Lodwar, Homabay, Bungoma,

Kitale and Eldoret) at Grace and Compassion Guest house

in Bungoma. The objective of the meeting was to foster

the capacity and facilitate the target groups in their

interventions at the grassroots to effectively champion

human rights advocacy and lobbying. The meeting also

aimed at enhancing the collaboration and networking

with the likeminded stakeholders inorder to broaden and

synergize AOSK JPC capacity to effectively advocate and

protect the rights of marginalized people. During the

meeting the participants shared their reports on the

different activities they have implemented with the

grassroots communities. The participants also got an

input on Leadership, Entrepreneurship, Civil and political

rights. 

On September 23-26, 2021 the Justice and Peace

commission held a trainer of trainer’s workshop on Civic

education. The training took place at Dimesse sisters,

Karen with 87 participants from the 25 AU’s. The

training focused on the Citizens rights and

responsibilities, Election and Identity: Promoting peace

and cohesion.  Elections in Kenya has been characterized

by division of the citizen according to their ethnicity

causing violence. Political Identity is used to

influence/manipulate social identities and our ethnic

identity is politicized and our politics ethinicised.

Although Kenya problem is not ethnicism; tribalism;

or regionalism ´It’s about – fair distribution of

resources, inclusive leadership/governance, Electoral

justice ´social, economic and political accountability.

To promote peace and cohesion it’s a collective

responsibility by the government and all

stakeholders by making sure that there is Inclusive

governance, Electoral justice, Social, political and

economic accountability, fair distribution of national

resources, security of persons and property,

employment creation, just economic systems, respect

for the rule of law, conflict resolution strategies and

accountable management of natural resources. The

AOSK-JPC programme is funded by Trocaire,

misereor and AGIAMONDO.

Participants during TOT training on Civic Education
 

Group work discussion during the TOT's
Training at Dimesse Centre.
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Sisters- Led Youth Empowerment Initiative
(AOSK-SLYI)

AOSK-SLYI, one among the programs in the association funded by the Conrad Hilton Foundation, champions for

a society whereby vulnerable and disadvantaged youth have access to quality services through entrepreneurial

skills, seed capital for business enterprises, mentorship/ guidance and psychosocial support. 

The project has seen 2580 youth reached on psychosocial support, addressing issues of sexuality, youth-parent

relationship, drugs & substance abuse, early marriage, teenage pregnancy and the use of technology among other

issues, which are prevalent in the contemporary society, especially with the COVID-19 Pandemic. Feedback from

community members and the administrators show a positive transformation among the youth who initially

portrayed some of the above behavioral issues. On entrepreneurial skills, 1160 youth have been trained and

encouraged to come up with business ideas, of which 38 youth groups of 170 youth were supported and are thriving.

Access to technical training was a nightmare for some youth, who hailed from families with abject poverty. AOSK-

SLYI supported 50 of the youth to enroll in various technical training courses across the country and they are going

on with their studies. 

During September 2021, the project embarked on a review of the group business enterprises, to ascertain their

viability, finance management and sustainability plans of the businesses. Most of the businesses were found to be

doing pretty well, with one having accrued a profit of USD 200 within the first month of operation. The youth had

plans of expanding their businesses and sustaining their livelihoods. The youth and the sisters have continuously

expressed their gratitude to the AOSK and the Conrad Hilton Foundation for their efforts in youth socio-economic

empowerment.

We also embarked on a research entitled the situational analysis of the youth socioe-conomic empowerment in

sisters led technical training institutions. The study is aimed at assessing the effectiveness of the AOSK-SLYI project

and identify gaps in the implementation, which will be of essence in the next phase of the project. The research will

be concluded by mid-October 2021. In October 2021, in addition to concluding the AOSK-SLYI research, we will hold

the Annual Reflective meeting (AGM) to share successes, challenges and gaps in the pilot phase of the project, and

plan on the way forward in the project. The AGM targets youth involved in the pilot phase, sister-administrators and

mentors.

Youth who have benefited from AOSK-SLYI programme going on with their business after being

 supported by AOSK-SLYI.
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AOSK-HEALTH NETWORK PROGRAM
During the month of September, The AOSK- Health

network project funded by Hilton foundation held three

activities. The first activity was on training about the

Covid-19 vaccine awareness and administration. This

training targeted two hundred and forty frontline health

workers. The training was conducted from 20th-23rd of

September 2021. The two hundred and forty attendees were

the health care workers from the sisters-run health

facilities. The trainers for this forum were from the

Nairobi metropolitan health department. After the three

days of the training the trainees appeared to be more

informed and this was evident from how they were

actively participating during the forum.

The second forum held by the AOSK Health Network

department was on Psycho-spiritual support for Health

Care workers in the sisters-run health facilities. As 

 COVID-19 continues to take toll on us, fear and anxiety

has become part of us as well. Front-line Health care

workers often suffer from anxiety, depression, burnout,

insomnia and stress-related disorders. During this Virtual

forum, the psychotherapists helped the Health care

workers by asking them to share the challenges they are

going through and how they are coping up with those

challenges. From their sharing, the psychotherapists gave

them some coping skills and psycho-education for

improved coping skills.  The psycho-spiritual forums are

expected to continue until the month of November 2021.

The third Activity by the AOSK-Health Network program

was held on 25/09/2021. This was a webinar on LAUDATO

SI. During this webinar, Fr. Stephen took the sisters

through the Pope’s document on our mother earth giving a

summary of each chapter. He also highlighted on the

chapters and said the pope’s cry is for creation including

human, animals and vegetation. He also talked of

population and climate change, decline in the quality of

human life and the breakdown of society. Every creature

that God created is a blessing to the other creature.

Presentation during the Covid-19 awareness
 creation forum

Participants following up the session 
during the psycho-spiritual virtual forum

AOSK-CHEMCHEMI YA UZIMA INSTITUTE
Intergrative Spiritual Counselling

INSIGHTS FROM CHILD SAFEGUARDING WORKSHOP HELD AT CHEMCHEMI FOR ALL STAFF AND STUDENTS ON 15/09/2021
 

Child Safeguarding is to empower or equip us (Participants) with the awareness, skills, and best practices

in handling children in our care and those we come across. From the workshop it became very clear that

“a wounded person cannot heal another wounded one”, “a blind person cannot lead another blind person”.

So one needs to have sight in order to direct that one who is blind. Yes we are looking for ways to be there

for children, but also become aware of your own ‘inner child’.

'This is for you and I'
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Are you aware of your inner child?
 Within each of us there is ‘a child’ ,  Psychologists call that child ‘Inner Child’ .  This Inner Child expresses her presence in

each of us from time to time: in a positive or negative way.Have you ever thought about why you can’t move forward? Have

you wondered why you sabotage yourself? Have you ever questioned why you so easily feel anxious, depressed, and self-

critical? Inside each of us there’s an inner child that was once wounded.To avoid the pain, we’ve tried to ignore that child,

but s/he never goes away. Our inner child lives in our unconscious mind and influences how we make choices, respond to

challenges, and live our lives.Some images of the inner child: Take some minutes and get in touch with what these images

are speaking to you!!!! .  The inner Child needs attention and healing. What is your take?

The cry we hear from deep in our hearts comes from the wounded child within. Healing this inner child’s pain is the
key to transforming anger, sadness, and fear.” ~Thich Nhat Hanh

“At the root of so many of our troubles (such as addictions, mood imbalances, depression, anger, phobias and

chronic illness) is a small child that needs our attention, acceptance and compassion. Confronting our inner

demons to discover the heart of our pain is not easy; this is the hardest thing to do and requires great courage.

Those who embark on this journey of self-inquiry are called 'inner warriors'. But it is also the most rewarding

work you can do for yourself. Give yourself the gift of true healing, and see how easy and beautiful your life can

become once you integrate your inner child”. 

Shared by Sr. Clemenciah IBVM

38th St Anselm Sabbatical Programme
On 2ND August 2021 twenty five participants from

eight African countries reported at chemchemi ya

uzima Institute to begin their sabbatical  program.

Amongst them were two priests, one brother and

twenty two religious sisters. The orientation for this

new students was conducted both onsite and online

for two days.  The lectures begun well and so far

three workshops have been conducted. 

 In addition growth sessions of one to one and growth

groups are going on well. During the month of October,

the sabbatical program has organized two major

activities, the first activity entailing of St Anselms

sabbatical alumni will be conducted on 9th of October

whereas the second activity will be conducted on 22nd

of October and this will be a tour to visit MARIAN

INTERNATIONAL SHRINE subukia.

Sabbatical students during the orientation

In the year 2021, ICAPAMI program has enrolled a total

number of forty students. Eight amongst those students

are pursuing a certificate course, nine are pursuing a

diploma whereas the remaining eighteen students are

pursuing a Degree. The program full time classes began

on 23rd of august 2021 and as per now everything is

well. This year, the program is looking forward to

graduate eight students and this will happen at the

catholic University on 29/10/2021.

INSTITUTE OF CATECHETICS AND PASTORAL
 MINISTRY( ICAPAMI)
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Follow us on:
Facebook@ Aosk Aosk

Youtube@ Aosk Secretariat
Web@ www.aoskenya.org

Tell: +254723577021, 0708663399

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO OUR PARTNER
AOSK is grateful for your continued support of our mission. Together we are

making a difference!

AGIAMONDO

AOSK-FORMATION PROGRAM ON THE MOVE. 
We are grateful to God who has continued to send sisters,

priests and religious brothers from different nationalities to

come and train as formatters at ChemChemi ya Uzima

institute of formation. It is really encouraging to see the

diversity of cultures and different congregations that are

part of a group. Currently, in a group of 33 participants we

have 12 nationalities. This also come from 32 different

congregation. This group started with online classes from

3rd of August 2021. The online classes were spearheaded by

the re-construction activity for hostels that was going on at

Chemchemi ya Uzima Institute, but as from  26th of

September 2021, the group started classes onsite.  This has

enabled them to start one on one counseling, one on one

Spiritual direction and growth group which are very crucial

for any participant of the formation program.

As a new development, 13 sisters have been

offered scholarships to be prepared as trainers

of trainers ( ToT) and formation directors.

Special thanks to our able Executive Secretary

Sr Pasilisa Namikoye and the Governing

Council for taking this initiative.  On 11th of

September 2021, this group was taken through

an orientation. The aim of the orientation was

to bring them together as a group, to know

each other and to form a body that will be

instrumental for any good action within the

association. It is hoped that after their training,

the contribution they will make will still help

further realize at a deeper level the vision and

Mission of AOSK. 

Formation students during an online class
T.O.T's during their orientation session

END


